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דבי
הכא במאי 

עסקינן? 
איערב

Translation

Explanation
How is it possible for a maimed 
animal to become indistinguishably 
intermingled with kosher animals?  
Rabbi Yannai explained: If an animal 
was pierced by a thorn it remains 
kosher.  That injury could look very 
similar to the one sustains by a 
animal attacked by a wolf which has 
the status of treifa.

Daf 73: ?חּוי״ ן "ָדּ ?”What is a “Rejected Offering – ַמהּו ָקְרָבּ

A “Korban Dachui” is a sacrifice that had been rejected as a potential offering and 
may never be sacrificed. On this daf, there is a debate between Tana’im regarding the 
parameters of such rejection.

A korban that had already been slaughtered when some invalidation occurred 
is permanently pasul (invalid) — even if the reason for the disqualification is 
subsequently eliminated.  However, there was a debate regarding the status of an 

animal designated as a korban that had not yet been slaughtered. 
Some Tana’im maintained that even in cases where an 
animal has not yet been slaughtered, once it has been 
rejected as a korban, that status remains permanent. 

Other Tana’im believed it was proper to sacrifice these 
korbanot once the reason they had been rejected was remedied 
or eliminated.
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      Daf 72: "ֵטל ְנָין ֵאינֹו ָבּ ִמּ ַבּ ָבר ֶשׁ   – "ָדּ
  “Individually-Counted Items cannot be Nullifed”

We learned on the previous daf that if an ox that is pasul (disqualified to be offered 
as a sacrifice) becomes intermingled with ten thousand kosher oxen designated as 
korbanot — all of these potential korbanot are p’sulim (invalidated).

Why are all of the abovementioned animals rendered p’sulim?  Seemingly this ought 
not be true because we should apply the principle of “Bitul B’Rov” (nullification by a 
majority). If a small amount of non-kosher foodstuffs is mixed into a bowl of kosher 
food, it is permissible to eat all of the food in the bowl provided that a majority of the 
overall content is kosher.  The minority non-kosher component is technically nullified.

This being the case, why is the inclusion of 
a shor pasul (disqualified ox) not nullified 
by the majority of the herd of kosher oxen? 
This halacha is taught in chapter “Kol 
HaZevachim” (All the Offerings), which deals 
in-depth with laws of intermingling issur 
v’heter (prohibited and permitted items). 
The law states that a “Davar she’b’minyan, 
ayno batel” — items that are counted 
individually (as opposed to items measured 

by weight, like candy and nuts) — are not included in the principle of “Bitul B’Rov”.

... D’bei ........ The school of

... Hacha b’mai as’ki’nan .. What [case] 
                   are we dealing with here?
... E’arev........ Intermingled
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ARE YOU
 READY FOR A 
CHALLENGE?

 
Talmud Israeli is starting a new 
competitive club for your school 
for the 2018-2019 academic year! 
The TALMUD ISRAELI CHALLENGE 
will strengthen your students’ 
knowledge and understanding 
of the Talmud and modern Israel. 
Put your knowledge to the test.
Stay tuned for more information.  

Please contact us to join!
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Daf 74: רּוָמה Barrel of Terumah – ָחִבית ַהְתּ

There was once a courtyard that contained 100 
barrels of grapes. Accidentally, one barrel of 
grapes that had been designated as terumah 
(sacred Kohanic emolument) was brought into 
the yard and left among the many barrels. Now, 
it was impossible to determine which specific 
barrel contained the terumah grapes. In such 
a case, there was no choice but to treat all 101 
barrels as if they all contained terumah. This 
was so because of the principle of “Davar she’ 
be’minyan lo batel” (as we learned on Daf 72). 

Is there any means to permit the use of these 
grapes without treating them as terumah? Yes: 
If the barrels were all loaded onto a wagon 
travelling the length of the Dead Sea and one 

of the barrels were to roll into the water, then it would be permissible to eat the grapes 
contained in the other 100 barrels without concern they might be terumah. Chazal 
ruled that one could reckon the fallen barrel as having been the barrel of terumah.

ע״ז/2017
ש

ת

Daf 75: יֵניֶהם ל ֵבּ ְלֵבּ ר ְלִהְתַבּ ִאי ֶאְפָשׁ נֹות ֶשׁ  – ָקְרָבּ
                 Offerings Impossible to Confuse

Many sacrifices were offered in the Beit HaMikdash. At times, an animal designated 
for one type of korban became intermingled with animals dedicated for a different 
type of korban.  In such situations, it became impossible to determine which animal 
was to be offered for which sacrifice.  Yet, the Mishnah states that it is impossible 
to have this problem of indistinguishably intermingled animals when dealing with a 
Chatat and an Asham. Why is this the case? Simply because the Chatat is always 
a female and the Asham is always a male. Therefore, there is no room for error. 

The question was raised: If that is so, why does it not also say in the Mishnah that 
Korban Chatat and Korban Olah can never be indistinguishably intermingled, since the 
Korban Olah is also always a male! Answer: There is a Korban Chatat offered by the 
King, called “Se’ear Nasi” (chieftain’s goat offering), which must be male.  It is possible 
to confuse between that korban and an animal designated as a Korban Olah.

If that were the case, is it possible to confuse the Se’ear 
Nasi and the Korban Asham? No, because the Se’ear 
has straight hair and the Korban Asham is always 
a sheep or a ram with curly 
hair. Thus, it is impossible to 
mistake one for the other.

תשע״ז/2017
DEVELOPMENT OF

LEVIATHAN GAS FIELD

In 2000, Israel discovered its 
first commercially viable gas 
field off the shores of Ashkelon 
and in 2004, gas production 
from the field began. Five years 
later, a much larger field, named 
Tamar, was discovered. Tamar is 
located 60 miles to the west of 
Haifa. This field is large enough 
to provide most of Israel’s 
domestic gas needs for decades 
to come. In the vicinity of Tamar, 
two more gas fields were also 
discovered. In December 2010, 
the existence of the Leviathan gas field 
was announced. The field is estimated 
to contain 16 trillion cubic feet of gas 
and commercial development of the field 
began in 2017. 

The Israeli government announced 
that 40% of the production of the gas 
fields would be available for export. It is 
anticipated that the discovery of these 
large gas fields will have a major impact 
on Israel’s economy, earning the country 
billions of dollars in revenue.

Leviathan Natural Gas Platform
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Daf 77: ִּהְתָעְרבו את ֶשׁ – עֹוָלה ְוַחָטּ
       Intermingled Burnt Offering and Sin Offering

The Korban Olah (burnt offering, literally “offering that rises up”) received it name 
because the entire offering is burned on the miz’be’ach (altar) and would “rise up” in 
smoke. In contrast, portions of the Korban Chatat were eaten by the kohanim.  What 
is to be done in the event that limbs of a Korban Chatat become intermingled with 
limbs of a Korban Olah? In such a case, it would be impossible to determine which 
portions ought to be eaten and which were to be burned.

The Chachamim debated this matter: Rabbi Eliezer said that all of the portions (both 
the Chatat and the Olah) should be placed on the miz’be’ach. The Chatat portions 
should then be viewed as pieces of wood burning on the fire rather than sacrificial 
limbs. However, the Chachamim disagreed with Rabbi Eliezer and maintained they 
should wait until the following day, until all of the portions of both korbanot decay. 
They are then all taken out to the burning site in the Azarah (Temple Courtyard) 
where all disqualified korbanot were burned.

Made In Israel

Frutarom
Founded: 1933

Frutarom was the first company in 
Eretz Yisrael to cultivate aromatic 
plants and develop flavors from 
them.  Chaim Weizmann was an early 
supporter of the company, as he was a 
renowned chemist prior to becoming 
Israel’s first President. Frutarom 
creates, develops, manufactures and 
markets an extensive variety of high-
quality flavors and fine ingredients 
for customers in the food, beverage, 
fragrance, pharmaceutical, and 
cosmetic industries. 

In the 1980s, the company 
made the strategic decision to grow 
through acquisition and was soon 
conducting operations worldwide. By 
2006, Frutarom ranked as one of 
the ten largest flavor and fragrance 
companies in the world. Frutarom 
markets and sells over 31,000 
products to more than 15,500 
customers in 145 countries. The 
International Flavors and Fragrances 
Corp, based in the United States, has 
made an offer to buy Frutarom for 
$7.1 billion in cash and stock.

Thank you Israeli chemists 
for improving scent and taste for 
people all over the world!

        Daf 76: ִביִעית ת ְשׁ ׁ Sanctity of the Sabbatical Year  – ְקדּוַשּ

On this daf, the Talmud deals with a halacha that prohibits limiting 
or cutting short the time allotted for eating sacred foods. Moshe 
had some figs from the Shmittah (sabbatical) year imbued 
with Kedushat Shmittah (sanctity of the seventh year).  It is 
generally prohibited to sell or engage in commerce with Peirot 
Shevi’it (produce of the Sabbatical year), though it is permitted 
to sell small quantities. Moshe sold a few such figs. 

Any money received from the sale of sacred figs takes on the 
figs’ sacred kedushat shevi’it (sanctity of the seventh year) status. It is prohibited to 
use Shevi’it money to purchase terumah produce, because it is only permissible to 
eat Shevi’it produce during its season, i.e., while that type of produce is still available 
in the field. When the season ends, it is prohibited to eat that produce. In contrast, 
there is no time limit on consumption of Terumah. If Terumah had been purchased 
with money from Shevi’it produce, then the time limitation of Shevi’it would apply 
to that food as well. For that reason, it prohibited purchase Terumah produce with 
Shevi’it money, in order not to limit the time allotted for eating the Terumah foods.
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Dvar Torah for 
the Shabbat Table

When Balak sends for Balaam, he 
says to him: “For I know that he 
whom you bless is blessed, and he 
whom you curse is cursed.” In light 
of this pasuk (verse), the question 
arises: If Balak knows Balaam has 
the ability to bless, why did he 
hire him to curse Israel, and not to 
bless Moav with the power to win 
the war? According to Chazal, this 
pasuk indicates that Balak acted 
mainly out of hatred for Israel, rather 
than out of concern for his people. 
If he were truly concerned about 
his people, he would have placed 
a blessing on Moav to win the war, 
but Balak was motivated solely by 
his hatred of Israel. 

All answers can be found in this Daf Yomi booklet

Please email answers to questions to answers@talmudisraeli.co.il
 for a chance to win an iPad mini!
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1. What is the meaning of the phrase “Davar she’be’minyan ayno batel”?
2. What would be done with the firstborn of a Beheima Tehora?
3. What is a “Korban Dachui”?

 Daf 78: ל ָהֹאֶרז ְרָכתֹו ֶשׁ Blessing Over Rice – ִבּ

Who likes to eat rice? On this daf, rice is mentioned. In a case where dough was 
prepared from various types of flours, e.g., a mixture of wheat and rice, if the dough 
mixture has the taste of wheat, one needs to separate Challah from it — even if the 
dough is made primarily from rice (Challah is the portion of the dough separated from 
dough prepared from one of five species of grain — not rice — and was to be set 
aside for the kohanim. The common modern practice is to burn the portion that would 
have been given to the Kohen.)

Rice is the seed of a species of grass that grew mostly near swamps. Its grains generally 
are yellow, though there are certain varieties whose color is red. Rice arrived in Eretz 
Yisrael from the Far East as early as the Mishnaic times and was eaten, primarily as 
cereal, or porridge. It is difficult to prepare bread solely from rice flour, and that is why 
it was often mixed with other types of grain.

Chachamim disagreed regarding the classification of rice 
(i.e., whether it should be considered a sort of grain or 
a type of legume). According to halacha, before eating 
rice, the “Boreh minei mezonot” blessing is recited 

(this blessing is recited over food prepared from the five 
species of grain — wheat, barley, rye, oats or spelt — but 

which is not bread). Afterward, the “Ahl HaMichya” blessing is 
not recited, as is the case after eating foods made from one or more 

of the five types of grain, but rather “Boreh Nefashot,” (which is recited over all food 
not made from grain or any of the seven species of fruits of Eretz Yisrael.)

י י ָיַדְעִתּ ִכּ
ָבֵרְך ְמֹבָרְך ר ְתּ ֵאת ֲאֶשׁ

ֹאר יּוָאר. ר ָתּ ַוֲאֶשׁ


